
We proudly presents Custom Logo Doormat Decorative Handmade Rug which will
add comfort and style to your space. This is a high-quality shaped mat that can be
used in multiple areas of your house. If you are to use them in your bathroom, it
will be perfect for absorbing water. It dries really quickly and it doesn't leave or
cause bad odours. It can also be cleaned easily. Feeling pampered has never been
easier!

This handmade tufted shaped rug will bring color and style to your space. It is also
a perfect gift for those who love fun and cute decorative items in their spaces!

Please see more details as below:

Item Name Custom Logo Doormat Decorative Handmade Rug

Pile Material 4.5/5.5lbs per square meter Acrylic

Backing
Material

700g per square meter Cloth

MOQ 1pc

Lead Time 30-40days

Technics Hand tufted

Multi
Functions

Home decorations, holiday gifts, entrance door
mat, hotel carpet, etc.

The bottom is made of cloth, have a good effect on the slippery bathroom. More
durable and more safer for kids and the elderly, hard to broke and stick to the wet
floor. Have strong water-absorbent ability, can absorb water quickly, keep your
feet and your bathroom, bedroom floor dry and clean.

No one will refuse this cute area rug, you can use it to decorate the floor of the
bedroom, or the sofa chair, the lovely shaped carpet will bring happiness to your
home; It is also very good to send it as a gift, in addition, if you have cats or dogs,
they will greatly love it.
 
Washing  Instruction: Water hose wash or vaccum clean only.

 

 

 



 

FAQ

Q: What is the technic of Custom Logo Doormat Decorative Handmade Rug?

A: It is hand tufted with acrylic pile and cloth backing.

Q: How is your reputation in the carpet industry?

A: We're a professional supplier of customized floor mat in China, our customers are from all
over the world, enjoying good reputation in America, Europe, etc.., and we are also the
supplier to many famous brands including Levis, Subway, Honda, Vans, Boost Mobile, etc...

Q: Do you provide customized services?

A: Yes, we accept customer requirements for size, design, color and material, and we have
enough ability to meet any customer needs.

Q: Can you offer a sample?

A: Yes, we can make samples for our customers first before the bulk order. Sometimes we also
offer a free stock sample for quality evaluation.


